Quantitative analysis of ventricular ectopic beats in short-term RR interval recordings to predict imminent ventricular tachyarrhythmia.
Most approaches to predict ventricular tachyarrhythmias which are based on RR intervals consider only sinus beats, excluding premature ventricular complexes (PVCs). The method known as heartprint, which analyses PVCs and their characteristics, has prognostic value for fatal arrhythmias on long recordings of RR intervals (>70,000 beats). To evaluate characteristics of PVCs from short term recordings (around 1000 beats) and their prognostic value for imminent sustained tachyarrhythmia. We analyzed 132 pairs of short term RR interval recordings (one before tachyarrhythmia and one control) obtained from 78 patients. Patients were classified into two groups based on the history of accelerated heart rate (HR) (HR>90bpm) before a tachyarrhythmia episode. Heartprint indexes, such as mean coupling interval (meanCI) and the number of occurrences of the most prevalent form of PVCs (SNIB) were calculated. The predictive value of all the indexes and of the combination of different indexes was calculated. MeanCI shorter than 482ms and the occurrence of more repetitive arrhythmias (sNIB≥2.5), had a significant prognostic value for patients with accelerated heart rate: adjusted odds ratio of 2.63 (1.33-5.17) for meanCI and 2.28 (1.20-4.33) for sNIB. Combining these indexes increases the adjusted odds ratio: 10.94 (3.89-30.80). High prevalence of repeating forms of PVCs and shorter CI are potentially useful risk markers of imminent ventricular tachyarrhythmia. Knowing if a patient has history of VT/VF preceded by accelerated HR, improves the prognostic value of these risk markers.